
Laser, A4/Letter/Legal

Feeding: Single Sheet from MPT only, Stack possible from Tray2.

Paper Path: Good from both MPT and Tray2.

Fuser Access: Fair.

Fuser Performance: Fair.

Overall Compatibility Rating

Compatible Media: 
TTC3.1 and OBM5.6 in 'Heavy Glossy' mode, CPM6.2 in 'Heavy'
mode. DCT4.5 in 'Extra Heavy Glossy' mode. 
Tattoo and WoW7.1 in 'Mid-Weight' mode. 
XPP1.2 in 'Extra Heavy' mode.
CL*Media SPF in 'Labels' mode. GreetingCards in 'Extra Heavy' 
mode.

Toner: Good on Fabric and most non-fabric Substrates.

Mirror Image: No.

Note: This Recommendation is based on internal Test results on one machine in good condition 
in an average office environment. Performance will vary depending on environmental conditions, 
age of the equipment and its consumable components and consistency of power supply.
TheMagicTouch will at no time accept any damage claim based on this recommendation.

Ratings:   lowest=       , highest=

Note: Cold wash at delicate cycle is recommended to avoid migration
of yellow pigments. Further information at www.themagictouch.com

Copyright TheMagicTouch, Germany 2001-2010

Important: For TTC and CPM Products use A4R formats only!Important: For TTC and CPM Products use A4R formats only!

Note: Springs must be removed! Please follow attached TechInfo.



TechInfoHP CP2025/CM2320                                                                                    02-10-JH

Note: Disconnect the device from Power before you start! Please be aware that TheMagicTouch
will at no time asume any liability if you execute any or all of the suggestions proposed below.

Copyright TheMagicTouch, Germany 2005-2010 - Non-public Information is strictly confidential - www.themagictouch.com

Problem: Exit Rollers rips off Toner and Coating from the surface of the Transfer Papers, especially TTC. The 
far left and right Exit Rollers have several sharp edges that rip off the soft freshly fused surface material
due to their tension. 

Solution: Remove the Springs that put the load on the rollers. Note: We have not encountered any adverse
effect on any type of media including most regular office print media.

This is one of the springs which needs
to be removed. Note: Removal can only
be done from the backside.

Open the back door of the printer and fold
down the black baffle to access the back of
the Rollers. 
Release the Spring and remove it. 
Same action on the other side.
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